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GB Railfreight (GBRf) has unveiled a newly named Class 66 locomotive in honour of its partnership with
Prostate Cancer UK, GBRf’s chosen charity, and the League Managers Association (LMA), GBRf’s corporate
partner.

Revealed at Victoria Station in London, the locomotive has been named “League Managers Association”
and painted in a unique livery featuring Prostate Cancer UK’s iconic logo – the Man of Men – to raise
awareness of the most common cancer in men. After the naming ceremony, guests boarded a specially
chartered service hauled by the newly named locomotive for a trip around the Kent countryside.

In addition to the unveiling, this September GBRf will be operating a 4-day rail tour in support of Prostate
Cancer UK. ‘GBRf 2021’ will be the third 4-day rail tour organised by the company, having raised over a
quarter of a million pounds from its previous two marathon charity charter trains.
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GB Railfreight announced its partnership with Prostate Cancer UK back in January 2020. As GBRf’s chosen
charity partner, all fundraising activities conducted by the company is in support of Prostate Cancer UK’s
mission to stop the disease limiting lives.

GBRf has also been working with its corporate partner, the LMA, since 2020. As part of its partnership with
GBRf, the LMA offers access to football managers, elite-level leadership and high-performance experts and
the most recognisable personalities in sport.

Prostate Cancer UK is also the official charity of the LMA. The important partnership increases awareness
of prostate cancer through football and activities conducted by the LMA’s membership from across The
Football Association, Premier League, and Football Leagues.

John Smith, CEO, GB Railfreight: “Our specially painted Class 66 locomotive will be raising vital awareness
around the issue of prostate cancer by showcasing the iconic Man of Men logo as it travels across the
country on the railway. This has only been made possible by the strong collaboration GBRf has with its two
brilliant partners, Prostate Cancer UK and the League Managers Association.”

Angela Culhane, CEO, Prostate Cancer UK: “We are delighted the iconic Prostate Cancer UK “Man of Men”
logo will be displayed proudly on the Class 66 locomotive together with the League Managers Association
name plate.

“This is an excellent initiative, which not only raises funds for vital research into better tests and
treatments, it will also spark conversations about prostate cancer – a disease affecting one in eight men in
the UK, and one in four black men. We are very pleased to be working with two of our fantastic partners on
this life saving journey and thank them for their ongoing support.”

LMA, Chief Executive, Richard Bevan said: “The LMA is privileged to be involved with the unveiling of this
newly named Class 66 locomotive in collaboration with our Corporate Partner GB Railfreight and
longstanding Charity Partner Prostate Cancer UK. We are excited to be able to raise awareness of our
fantastic partnerships with both of these organisations and to continue to develop the partnerships into
the upcoming season.”

LMA Chairman Howard Wilkinson said: “On behalf of the LMA and all the association’s members, I would
like to thank GB Railfreight for unveiling this locomotive in honour of its partnership with both the LMA and
Prostate Cancer UK. We are extremely proud to be partners with these two fantastic organisations.”
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